Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

In 2009 and again in 2011, the communities of Yucaipa and Oak Glen spoke out against the proposed Lazer Broadcasting radio tower project. Our communities continue to strongly oppose this project. In an overwhelming response to Lazer's second attempt to forever spoil the scenic vistas of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park), concerned citizens submitted more than 16,000 opposition letters to the Planning Commission. Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth; this tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower.

The current proposed Lazer Tower will still result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower will have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, will degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Piscata Peak Open Space area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising and again find that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park, it would have a substantial adverse effect on abutting properties and would be inconsistent with the goals, maps, policies and standards of the General Plan and the Oak Glen Community Plan.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

In 2009 and again in 2011, the communities of Yucaipa and Oak Glen spoke out against the proposed Lazer Broadcasting radio tower project. Our communities continue to strongly oppose this project. In an overwhelming response to Lazer’s second attempt to forever spoil the scenic vistas of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park), concerned citizens submitted more than 16,000 opposition letters to the Planning Commission. Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth; this tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower.

The current proposed Lazer Tower will still result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower will have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, will degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pinnacles Peak Open Space area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising and again find that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park, it would have a substantial adverse effect on abutting properties and would be inconsistent with the goals, maps, policies and standards of the General Plan and the Oak Glen Community Plan.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

In 2009 and again in 2011, the communities of Yucaipa and Oak Glen spoke out against the proposed Lazer Broadcasting radio tower project. Our communities continue to strongly oppose this project. In an overwhelming response to Lazer’s second attempt to forever spoil the scenic vistas of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park), concerned citizens submitted more than 16,000 opposition letters to the Planning Commission. Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth; this tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower.

The current proposed Lazer Tower will still result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower will have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, will degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak Open Space area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising and again find that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park, it would have a substantial adverse effect on abutting properties and would be inconsistent with the goals, maps, policies and standards of the General Plan and the Oak Glen Community Plan.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

In 2009 and again in 2011, the communities of Yucaipa and Oak Glen spoke out against the proposed Lazer Broadcasting radio tower project. Our communities continue to strongly oppose this project. In an overwhelming response to Lazer's second attempt to forever spoil the scenic vistas of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park), concerned citizens submitted more than 16,000 opposition letters to the Planning Commission. Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth; this tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower.

The current proposed Lazer Tower will still result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower will have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, will degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pinyon Peak Open Space area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising and again find that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park, it would have a substantial adverse effect on abutting properties and would be inconsistent with the goals, maps, policies and standards of the General Plan and the Oak Glen Community Plan.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

In 2009 and again in 2011, the communities of Yucaipa and Oak Glen spoke out against the proposed Lazer Broadcasting radio tower project. Our communities continue to strongly oppose this project. In an overwhelming response to Lazer’s second attempt to forever spoil the scenic vistas of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park), concerned citizens submitted more than 16,000 opposition letters to the Planning Commission. Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth; this tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower.

The current proposed Lazer Tower will still result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower will have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, will degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pismag Peak Open Space area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising and again find that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park, it would have a substantial adverse effect on abutting properties and would be inconsistent with the goals, maps, policies and standards of the General Plan and the Oak Glen Community Plan.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

In 2009 and again in 2011, the communities of Yucaipa and Oak Glen spoke out against the proposed Lazer Broadcasting radio tower project. Our communities continue to strongly oppose this project. In an overwhelming response to Lazer's second attempt to forever spoil the scenic vistas of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park), concerned citizens submitted more than **16,000 opposition letters** to the Planning Commission. Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth; this tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower.

The current proposed Lazer Tower will still result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower will have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, will degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pigeon Peak Open Space area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising and again find that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park, it would have a substantial adverse effect on abutting properties and would be inconsistent with the goals, maps, policies and standards of the General Plan and the Oak Glen Community Plan.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to **DENY** this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

In 2009 and again in 2011, the communities of Yucaipa and Oak Glen spoke out against the proposed Lazer Broadcasting radio tower project. Our communities continue to strongly oppose this project. In an overwhelming response to Lazer's second attempt to forever spoil the scenic vistas of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park), concerned citizens submitted more than 16,000 opposition letters to the Planning Commission. Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth; this tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower.

The current proposed Lazer Tower will still result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower will have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, will degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pinczor Peak Open Space area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising and again find that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park, it would have a substantial adverse effect on abutting properties and would be inconsistent with the goals, maps, policies and standards of the General Plan and the Oak Glen Community Plan.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

In 2009 and again in 2011, the communities of Yucaipa and Oak Glen spoke out against the proposed Lazer Broadcasting radio tower project. Our communities continue to strongly oppose this project. In an overwhelming response to Lazer’s second attempt to forever spoil the scenic vistas of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park), concerned citizens submitted more than 16,000 opposition letters to the Planning Commission. Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth; this tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower.

The current proposed Lazer Tower will still result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower will have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, will degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak Open Space area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising and again find that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park, it would have a substantial adverse effect on abutting properties and would be inconsistent with the goals, maps, policies and standards of the General Plan and the Oak Glen Community Plan.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Supervisor:

I am OUTRAGED by Lazer’s attempt to resubmit their proposal to construct their radio broadcast tower adjacent to the Wildwood Canyon State Park and Pighah Peak areas.

We already voiced our opposition with more than 1,000 petitioners against this tower. We have been through this fight before. Residents of Yucaipa, Oak Glen and all of San Bernardino County need to be heard!

Lazer’s radio tower will certainly cause detrimental aesthetic/land use impacts on this pristine open space area. It will be clearly visible from the Wildwood Canyon State Park and will mar the wilderness views for years to come.

The almost 50-ft tower will undoubtedly increase the risk of wildfires and threaten the habitat of native species and migratory birds. Hikers, bikers and horse riders of the Wildwood Canyon State Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a tower-dotted broadcast zone.

There are other, more appropriate locations for Lazer to place its radio tower -- this is not the place!

Please DENY the project once and for all and help us PRESERVE the Wildwood Canyon State Park and Pighah Peak areas.

Sincerely,

soy/vekegk soy/vekegk

Address:
lFYOwljYoZd

New York
twilth@unvypj.com
Dear Supervisor:

I am OUTRAGED by Lazer's attempt to resubmit their proposal to construct their radio broadcast tower adjacent to the Wildwood Canyon State Park and Pigsah Peak areas.

We already voiced our opposition with more than 1,000 petitioners against this tower. We have been through this fight before. Residents of Yucaipa, Oak Glen and all of San Bernardino County need to be heard!

Lazerâ€™s radio tower will certainly cause detrimental aesthetic/land use impacts on this pristine open space area. It will be clearly visible from the Wildwood Canyon State Park and will mar the wilderness views for years to come.

The almost 50-ft tower will undoubtedly increase the risk of wildfires and threaten the habitat of native species and migratory birds. Hikers, bikers and horse riders of the Wildwood Canyon State Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a tower-dotted broadcast zone.

There are other, more appropriate locations for Lazer to place its radio tower -- this is not the place!

Please DENY the project once and for all and help us PRESERVE the Wildwood Canyon State Park and Pisgah Peak areas.

Sincerely,

bsbybk bsbybk

Address:
ryUMKLELpQBOuZa
IYhimvposj

fbmztm@rokwog.com
Dear Supervisor:

I am OUTRAGED by Lazer's attempt to resubmit their proposal to construct their radio broadcast tower adjacent to the Wildwood Canyon State Park and Pigsah Peak areas.

We already voiced our opposition with more than 1,000 petitioners against this tower. We have been through this fight before. Residents of Yucaipa, Oak Glen and all of San Bernardino County need to be heard!

Lazer's radio tower will certainly cause detrimental aesthetic/land use impacts on this pristine open space area. It will be clearly visible from the Wildwood Canyon State Park and will mar the wilderness views for years to come.

The almost 500-foot tower will undoubtedly increase the risk of wildfires and threaten the habitat of native species and migratory birds. Hikers, bikers and horse riders of the Wildwood Canyon State Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a tower-dotted broadcast zone.

There are other, more appropriate locations for Lazer to place its radio tower -- this is not the place!

Please DENY the project once and for all and help us PRESERVE the Wildwood Canyon State Park and Pigsah Peak areas.

Sincerely,


Address:
http://srshyabrdqin.com/

New York

utrrza@slwegq.com
Dear Supervisor:

I am OUTRAGED by Lazer’s attempt to resubmit their proposal to construct their radio broadcast tower adjacent to the Wildwood Canyon State Park and Psgah Peak areas.

We already voiced our opposition with more than 1,000 petitioners against this tower. We have been through this fight before. Residents of Yucaipa, Oak Glen and all of San Bernardino County need to be heard!

Lazer’s radio tower will certainly cause detrimental aesthetic/land use impacts on this pristine open space area. It will be clearly visible from the Wildwood Canyon State Park and will mar the wilderness views for years to come.

The almost 50-ft tower will undoubtedly increase the risk of wildfires and threaten the habitat of native species and migratory birds. Hikers, bikers and horse riders of the Wildwood Canyon State Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a tower-dotted broadcast zone.

There are other, more appropriate locations for Lazer to place its radio tower -- this is not the place!

Please DENY the project once and for all and help us PRESERVE the Wildwood Canyon State Park and Psgah Peak areas.

Sincerely,

tpdphb tpdphb

Address:

wTher1FCC

PHcMXVPDvOpasmHcZ

gtdfhs@xibslu.com
To Mr. Kevin White,

You might think the local opposition to your tower will simply tire of fighting this issue and you can build your tower as you planned. But I think you have underestimated the resolve of those of us that have spent years loving that particular canyon for it's beauty and it's lack of visibility of the outside world. If you persist in endangering that secluded and pristine topographical gem, we will continue to resist.

Please find another spot that doesn't overlook a treasured place,

Thanks for your time,

Ron and Carol Hamilton
Dear Mr. White,

We have just heard that the radio tower has been proposed again near Wildwood Canyon state park. We worked very hard to see that this was not approved last time and was under the impression that it would not be reviewed again. Supervisor Josie Gonzales questioned staff at the hearing to be sure this would not be back again.

Please know that a tower anywhere near the park or Oak Glen is not expectable for us.

Sincerely,

Dan and DeDe Chudy
Sweetwater Ranch
Oak Glen CA
June 15, 2010

County of San Bernardino
Land Use Services Department, Current Planning Division
Attn: Kevin White, Senior Associate Planner
385 N. Arrowhead Avenue, 3rd Floor
San Bernardino, CA 92415-0110

Re: Lazer Broadcast Corp: CUP, Major Variance—Radio Broadcast Tower
Assessor Parcel Number: 0325-011-19

Dear Mr. White and Supervisor Derry:

I OPPOSE the Lazer proposal to construct a 43-foot tall radio broadcast tower in the Wildwood Canyon State Park and Pisgah Peak areas and I DEMAND that a full Environmental Impact Report be prepared.

In 2009, Lazer proposed to build a radio tower on exactly the same parcel of land on which this radio tower is proposed. The County Board of Supervisors denied the 2009 radio tower application and made the following findings that continue to apply to this substantially similar radio tower application:

- Construction of the radio tower will have a negative impact upon the scenic vistas from Wildwood Canyon State Park
- No feasible mitigation measures have been identified that would allow the radio tower to be constructed without disrupting the scenic views from the park
- Neither a Conditional Use Permit nor a Major Variance can be granted because the radio tower is inconsistent with the County General Plan and the Oak Glen Community Plan, including the goal to provide a pristine wilderness experience to park visitors

The current application for construction of a radio tower is substantially similar to the 2009 radio tower application that was denied by the Board of Supervisors. Although the tower has been moved 60 feet higher up the slope so that the tower will have more visibility from Wildwood Canyon State Park than the 2009 radio tower application that was denied, all of the same community leaders and organizations that opposed the 2009 tower continue to oppose this slightly modified tower.

I am especially CONCERNED with the following environmental issues that need complete and clear analysis in an Environmental Impact Report that are not adequately assessed and mitigated:

- Aesthetic/Land Use Impacts to this pristine open space area
- Biological impacts to sensitive vegetation, migratory birds and species of concern that inhabit the area
- Recreational impacts including view impacts from surrounding Wildwood Canyon State Park and San Bernardino Mountains
- Precedent setting, which could result in even more broadcast towers being located in this area (this would already be the second)

This radio tower has been denied in 2009. There is no basis for approving the radio tower today. Consideration of this project should not proceed forward without a full EIR. When considered, the tower project should be denied due to inconsistency with the General Plan and because it will cause significant, unavoidable adverse impacts to the environment.

Thank you,

[Signature]

Name: DICK RIDDLE (YUCAIPA MAYOR)

Address: 37125 OAK VIEW ROAD, YUCAIPA, CA

Email: DRIDDELL@YUCAIPA.ORG

If checked, please add my name to County's distribution list to receive notices of hearings and additional information regarding the proposed project.
June 15, 2010

County of San Bernardino
Land Use Services Department, Current Planning Division
Attn: Kevin White, Senior Associate Planner
385 N. Arrowhead Avenue, 3rd Floor
San Bernardino, CA 92415-0110

Re: Lazer Broadcast Corp: CUP/Major Variance—Radio Broadcast Tower
Assessor Parcel Number: 0325-011-19

Dear Mr. White and Supervisor Derry:

I OPPOSE the Lazer proposal to construct a 43 foot tall radio broadcast tower in the Wildwood Canyon State Park and Pigsah Peak areas and I DEMAND that a full Environmental Impact Report be prepared.

In 2009, Lazer proposed to build a radio tower on exactly the same parcel of land on which this radio tower is proposed. The County Board of Supervisors denied the 2009 radio tower application and made the following findings that continue to apply to this substantially similar radio tower application:

- Construction of the radio tower will have a negative impact upon the scenic vistas from Wildwood Canyon State Park
- No feasible mitigation measures have been identified that would allow the radio tower to be constructed without disrupting the scenic views from the park
- Neither a Conditional Use Permit nor a Major Variance can be granted because the radio tower is inconsistent with the County General Plan and the Oak Glen Community Plan, including the goal to provide a pristine wilderness experience to park visitors

The current application for construction of a radio tower is substantially similar to the 2009 radio tower application that was denied the Board of Supervisors. Although the tower has been reduced to 43 feet, the base of the tower has been moved 60 feet higher up the slope so that the tower will have more visibility from Wildwood Canyon State Park than the 2009 radio tower application that was denied. All of the same community leaders and organizations that opposed the 2009 tower continue to oppose this slightly modified tower.

I am especially CONCERNED with the following environmental issues that need complete and clear analysis in an Environmental Impact Report that are not adequately assessed and mitigated:

- Aesthetic/Land Use Impacts to this pristine open space area
- Biological impacts to sensitive vegetation, migratory birds and species of concern that inhabit the area
- Recreational impacts including view impacts from surrounding Wildwood Canyon State Park and San Bernardino Mountains
- Precedent setting, which could result in even more broadcast towers being located in this area (this would already be the second)

This radio tower has been denied in 2009. There is no basis for approving the radio tower today. Consideration of this project should not proceed forward without a full EIR. When considered, the tower project should be denied due to inconsistency with the General Plan and Oak Glen Community Plan and because it will cause significant, unavoidable adverse impacts to the environment.

Thank you,

Karen Pope

Name: Karen Pope (Colden Hill Consulting)
Address: P.O. Box 1293 - San Jacinto, CA 92584
Email: kpope@coldenhill.com

☐ If checked, please add my name to County’s distribution list to receive notices of hearings and additional information regarding the proposed project.
* Precedent setting, which could result in even more broadcast towers being located in this area (this would already be the second)

This radio tower has been denied in 2009. There is no basis for approving the radio tower today. Consideration of this project should not proceed forward without a full EIR. When considered, the tower project should be denied due to inconsistency with the General Plan and Oak Glen Community Plan and because it will cause significant, unavoidable adverse impacts to the environment.

Thank you,

Ingrid Lagerlof

Name:

Address: 35841 Eureka Ave.
Yukoja, CA 92399

Email: ingrid.lagerlof@verizon.net

X  If checked, please add my name to County’s distribution list to receive notices of hearings and additional information regarding the proposed project.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pigsah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pigsah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Email Sent: 12/09/2011 11:18am
* First Name: Christine
* Last Name: O'Hara
* Email Address: cohara@fontana.org
Address:
  Apt. or Ste.:
* City: Highland
  Phone:

Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Email Sent: 12/09/2011 7:19am
* First Name: Mark
* Last Name: Baker
* Email Address: bake1019@hotmail.com
  
  Address:
  Apt. or Ste.:
  * City: Yucaipa
  Phone:

Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pilsgh Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pilsgh Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Email Sent: 12/06/2011 9:18pm
* First Name: Donea
* Last Name: Matheson
* Email Address: ddimatheson@verizon.net
  Address: 11839 Adams Ct.
  Apt. or Ste.: * City: Yucaipa
  Phone: (951) 966-6055

Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Email Sent: 12/06/2011 4:41pm
* First Name: Bob
* Last Name: Read
* Email Address: harley1520@aol.com
  Address: 4600 Mill Creek Rd.
  Apt. or Ste.:
* City: Mentone
  Phone: (909) 794-3142

Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pigsah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pigsah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Email Sent: 12/06/2011 2:50pm
* First Name: John
* Last Name: Anderson
* Email Address: taxpro2053@yahoo.com
  Address: 12680 4th St Spc #3
  Apt. or Ste.: 
* City: Yucaipa
  Phone: (909) 797-4478

Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pitsgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pitsgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pispah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pispah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pigsah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pigeon Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pigeon Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pishgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pishgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Email Sent: 11/17/2011 1:04pm
* First Name: Lora
* Last Name: Gemella
* Email Address: iblori63@yahoo.com
  Address: 34944 Acacia Avenue
  Apt. or Ste.:
* City: Yucaipa
  Phone:

Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pissors Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pissors Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pigeon Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pigeon Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pigeon Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pigeon Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow-bellied sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Email Sent: 11/16/2011 11:19am
* First Name: Joshua & Danielle
* Last Name: Lietz
* Email Address: september1781@yahoo.com
  Address: 34992 Comberton St.
  Apt. or Ste.:
* City: Yucaipa
  Phone:

Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pissgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pissgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Email Sent: 11/16/2011 10:35am
* First Name: Ted & Celeste
* Last Name: Page
* Email Address: tedpage@verizon.net
  Address: 35783 Avocado Street
  Apt. or Ste.: 
* City: Yucaipa
  Phone: (909) 797-4990

Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Piscgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Piscgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coat horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pigsah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pigsah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Email Sent: 11/15/2011 9:09pm  
* First Name: Lisa  
* Last Name: Barnett  
* Email Address: isanlugnut@hotmail.com  
  Address: 34690 Yale Drive  
  Apt. or Ste.:  
* City: Yucaipa  
  Phone: (909) 797-8175  

Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:  

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pigsah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.  

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.  

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.  

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pigsah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.  

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.  

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Email Sent: 11/15/2011 7:45pm
* First Name: Melissa
* Last Name: Schulz
* Email Address: melissa.n.schulz@gmail.com
  Address: 444 E 4th Ave
  Apt. or Ste.: Apt 707
* City: Escondido
  Phone: (951) 505-2811

Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Plsgh Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Plsgh Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Email Sent: 11/15/2011 7:41pm
* First Name: Gary
* Last Name: Walters
* Email Address: gary.walters1@verizon.net
  Address:
    Apt. or Ste.:
* City: Yucaipa
  Phone: (951) 323-4948

Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pigsah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pigsah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been alloyed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Email Sent: 11/15/2011 7:01pm
* First Name: Robert
* Last Name: Wilkinson
* Email Address: cwilkinson@seaonis.com
  Address: 13664 Chaparral Trail
  Apt. or Ste.: 
* City: Yucaipa
  Phone: (909) 795-8089

Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Email Sent: 11/15/2011 6:23pm
* First Name: Linda
* Last Name: Schulz
* Email Address: lindugs@yahoo.com
  Address: 36952 Lan Franc Rd.
  Apt. or Ste.:  
* City: Yucaipa
  Phone: (909) 797-8117

Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within PIsghak Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the PIsghak Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisons Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspolied trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisons Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Email Sent: 11/15/2011 5:36pm
* First Name: Robert
* Last Name: Graves
* Email Address: rmgsc@yahoo.com
    Address: 12220 5th Street
    Apt. or Ste.: Space 218
* City: Yucaipa
    Phone:

Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pigsah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pigsah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Email Sent: 11/15/2011 5:33pm
* First Name: David
* Last Name: Penneau
* Email Address: ponnposse@verizon.net
  Address:
  Apt. or Ste.:
* City: Yucaipa
  Phone:

Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pigsah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pigsah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pulpwood Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pulpwood Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Email Sent: 11/15/2011 4:38pm
* First Name: John
* Last Name: Minderhout
* Email Address: daughters_5@yahoo.com
  Address: PO Box 275
  Apt. or Ste.: 
* City: Yucaipa
  Phone: (909) 528-5030

Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pilsgh Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pilsgh Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Email Sent: 11/15/2011 4:35pm
* First Name: John
* Last Name: Couturier
* Email Address: johncou@earthlink.net
  Address: 37313 Oak View Rd.
  Apt. or Ste.:
* City: Yucaipa
  Phone: (951) 684-3505

Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, it is vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.
Dear Mr. White/Planning Commission:

This letter is in response to your Notice of Availability/Notice of Intent to Adopt an Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Lazer Broadcasting. This is just another attempt by Lazer Broadcasting to build a radio tower on the exact same property in the area of Wildwood Canyon State Park (the Park) and within Pisgah Peak Open Space area. Like the prior proposed tower, this project would threaten our treasured landscapes.

In 2009, the communities of Oak Glen and Yucaipa spoke out against this project. Our community strongly opposes this project. Now Lazer has falsely told our community that this tower is different and that our concerns have been allayed. Nothing is farther from the truth. This tower is substantially the same as the 2009 proposed tower and our communities continue to strongly oppose this project.

The proposed Lazer Tower would result in significant, unavoidable adverse impacts on the scenic resources of the Park. The tower would have substantial adverse effects on the undeveloped scenic vistas, would degrade the visual quality of the Park and its surroundings and would upset the natural balance of our rural environment. Hikers, bicyclists and equestrian riders of the Park do not want their unspoiled trails and pristine mountain peaks to be turned into a radio tower broadcast zone.

Additionally, is it vitally important that the natural wilderness values within Wildwood Canyon State Park and the Pisgah Peak area remain intact. Construction of the radio tower and transmission complex place several threatened animals, birds and plants in danger including the coast horned lizard, western yellow bat, rufous-crowned sparrow and Lawrence goldfinch. Installation of underground utility lines to feed power to the transmission station could impact miles of sensitive vegetation. Rare and threatened species of concern in San Bernardino County must be preserved and protected for future generations.

In 2009, the Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to deny an almost identical project, in the same location, by Lazer Broadcasting. We strongly encourage the Planning Commission to follow the 2009 findings of the Board of Supervising in finding that this project would have an adverse visual impact on Wildwood Canyon State Park and would be inconsistent with the Oak Glen Community Plan goal of preserving open space adjacent to the Park.

I strongly urge the County of San Bernardino to DENY this project and encourage Lazer to fully evaluate alternative tower locations.